Jacobs mileage master

While trying to find a starting problem , I also installed a Jacobs Mileage Master. The Mileage
Master was supposed to give me quicker starts, higher fuel economy, and more power. Quicker
starts? Higher fuel economy? More power? Untimely failure which masked my CPS fix and
caused me to waste lots more time and money? Yes, yes, yes! At the initial stages of debugging
what eventually turned out to be the CPS problem, I carefully switched between the original
ignition and the Jacobs ignition schemes. Whenever the car wouldn't start, it wouldn't start with
either system; likewise, if the car started, it started with either system. Eventually, I convinced
myself that the Jacobs system was reliable and was not contributing to the problem. I left the
Mileage Master hooked up while I continued to track the starting problem. Perhaps the Jacobs
system has a mind-reading function that detects when you've dropped your guard? After
soldering the old CPS this step actually fixed the problem , then replacing the CPS altogether
what a pain and soldering it in place One of my more cautious friends suggested bypassing the
Jacobs stuff. He would not be so easily swayed. So we connected the original coil straight to
the distributor cap, and I got the whole package. Over the period of a week, I worked closely
with Jacobs tech support trying to find out where the problem was. They wanted to send me a
new unit right away. In hind-sight, this tells me that their units fail frequently, in which case I
would have another failure-prone system with me on the trail. I wanted to debug the system to
make sure the problem wasn't with my XJ or my installation. So, we tried everything from
checking the hard-to-see debug LED lights on the unit to replacing the battery. Finally, it
became clear that the Mileage Master was defective. Here's where the real trouble starts. They
would take the system back, but I would be charged a "re-stocking" fee. After busting my butt to
confirm that their system was broken, I have three problems:. One: Try as I might, I could not
convince the tech support person that you can't charge a re-stocking fee for a part that's
broken. The hilarious part of this ping-pong match was his insistence that I had been told about
the fee. I bought it over the internet. Tell me where on your web site this policy is listed. It's
written in all our magazine ads. Two: My old cap, rotor and wires were fine. Unfortunately, some
of the old wires broke removing them to make room for the excellent, but too expensive Jacobs
wires. Three: The Jacobs Mileage Master is broken and I'm damn sure going to get a full refund,
including shipping. Q: I wish to be severely taunted by my friends and other 4x4 enthusiasts
who look inside my engine compartment. What should I do? A: Buy a Jacobs Electronic
ignition! A: Buy a Jacobs system, then after it fails within 30 days try to return it! Q: Surely
Jacobs systems are wonderful and worthwhile! Aren't you just a bitter sour-puss looking for
reasons to complain? A: Right. Unconquerable misery is my favorite pastime! After being
tortured by front-line tech support staff, I was able to speak to a manager. I'll let you speak to a
manager, but he's just going to tell you the same thing! Finally, I receive total satisfaction from
the tech support manager, Chris. I just need to send back the unit and have it tested. Any time
within 90 days, they would pay to have the system shipped back and tested for free. Ninety
percent were installation problems. So Jacobs changed the return policy entirely too far the
other way. Realizing this, Chris has been lobbying for moderation in the policy, and offered the
totally reasonable solution I even get a special RMA number that includes an obvious "test this"
character at the end. I'm nervous that--once back in the factory--the Mileage Master will
magically work again. I call Chris to get an update on the status of the testing and return and
receive some surprising news. My return was received and accidentally sent to the grinder!
About a week later, I received notification of the full refund. Why you should contribute. Quick
links. Jacobs Ignition Do you like to go fast? Well get out of that stocker and build a hipo motor
for your VW. Come here to talk with others who like to drive fast. I believe aircooled. Gasket
bought him out a coupla years ago. Try their website. I recently had 2 of their FC boxs crap out
on me. This is one of their lowest level boxes and I had them installed on my '96 Bronco. First
one lasted just over 2 months, second one only lasted 3 weeks. I'm not sure what the major
failure was inside the boxes, but they were both damaged from the same cause. Both times,
when the truck wouldn't start, I'd try to disconnect the box and recconect the factory coil
harness. I found the spade connectors on the coil terminals were separated at their crimp. Open
circuit to the coil. First one only did it on the neg. Second one had both pos and neg separated,
and I even double checked the terminals when I installed the second box. Both times, I repaired
the broken terminals and recconected the coil, only to get no juice from the Jacobs box. Triple
checked power, grounds both of which have fuses in the factory harness for the Jacobs box.
Called tech assist, no luck. Got both boxes warrantied from Summit, no problem. Just my. And
their plug wires are just rediculous. Mallory is even better. Their digital box is cheaper than the
MSD and Jacobs. A lot better rep too. I would only buy a Jacobs ignition coil with brass stud
terminals. Jacobs has been sold twice. Personally I prefer to use older Jacobs ignition systems.
Either of the older brick shaped or oil pan shaped Jacobs ignition computers work very well.
I've been running a newer oval shaped Pro Street in my Beetle for over a year without problems.

But I had an oval shaped Jacobs FC 5. If you set it on the floor and stood on the FC 5. Once you
took your weight off of it, it would fail after a couple of minutes. It didn't have any silicone
potting inside and there was nothing to keep water out of it. It won't have anywhere near the
vibration resistance of an ignition system that is potted in silicone. All Jacobs ignition systems
are potted in silicone which gives them great vibration resistance and makes them close to
waterproof. The potting compound also thermally stabilizes the circuity and helps it run cooler
inside. The MSD 6A is a very poor second cousin in comparison. The MSD 6A multi-sparks
whether the fuel has been ignited or not, which causes the spark plug to erode faster. The
constant high current sparks can also cause cavitation that can lead to misfires. It's still likely
to perform better than a Bosch ignition coil and points. The Jacobs ignition system only
multi-sparks if it doesn't detect fuel ignition. It also reduces the spark power to prevent
cavitation when it needs to. Spark plugs will last longer with a Jacobs ignition system. Does the
MSD 6A have any silicone potting compound inside? Scott Novak. Or my 6BTM. I'll have to
check now. I've heard good things about Jacobs older products as well. They just rubbed me
the wrong way with my recent experience. Unfortunately I also have the spade terminal ignition
coil, which was basically just a replacement for the factory coil on the Bronco. That is some
good information about multisparking with or without the fuel being ignited. I can see how the
axtra unnecessary sparks could wear out a set of plugs sooner than needed. Would you say the
Omni-Pak is a good ignition box for VWs? Or do they have a more sophisticated controller,
possibly with boost retard function that have a good reputation? It runs hotter than an Ultra Coil
alone, but it's never run hotter than I could hold onto. The Omni-Pak does not multi-spark.
However, it is an inductive switcher and has a longer spark duration than a capacitive discharge
ignition system, so it doesn't have as great a need to multi-spark. The main reason that
Multi-sparking is even necessary, is that the spark duration of capacitive discharge ignition
systems is usually shorter, and often times the fuel mixture is either not ignited during the first
spark or the flame goes out. The Omni-Magnum and Omni-Torquer are also inductive switchers
and also have the ignition computer built into the same case as the coil, but they do multi-spark.
I do not generally recommend them as they don't seem to be as reliable as the Omni-Pak. The
Jacobs Mileage Master is also an inductive switcher which multi-sparks. It is separate from the
ignition coil. I generally recommend a Mileage Master, unless the engine is being used under
extreme conditions such as turbocharging, racing, or off road use where fuel sloshing can
dump raw gasoline down the carb throat and cause flooding. Then the higher voltage and
higher spark current of a capacitive discharge ignition system, like a Pro Street, is of benefit to
help prevent fouling. But even a Mileage Master's higher current output helps prevent spark
plug fouling. It's also important to use an ignition coil with an air gapped core, such as those
made by Jacobs. They are load sensitive and can deliver more spark current under fouling
conditions to keep your spark plugs from fouling, and they also deliver more current under
normal conditions than a non-air gapped core ignition coil. I wouldn't recommend a turns ratio
greater than , and that's pushing it. I did some load testing with Jacobs ignition coils and found
that while the higher turns ratio ignition coils coil deliver a higher voltage with no load on the
ignition coil, when you added a real world 1,, ohm load to the coil, the output voltage of the
turns ratio ignition coil was the same as the higher turns ratio coils. A 1,, ohm load simulates a
new unfouled spark plug under normal operating conditions. When I loaded the ignition coils
down with a , ohm load, which simulates fouling conditions or severe use, the output voltage of
the turns ratio coil was actually higher than the higher turns ratio ignition coils, and it delivers
higher spark current. The spark duration of the ignition coil is also important. To make an
ignition coil work at higher RPM, you must reduce it's spark duration. But if you design the coil
for lower RPM operation, you can design it with a longer spark duration which is really helpful at
getting the fuel ignited. Nobody is making ignition coils designed for 4 cylinder engines. We get
the 8-cylinder hand me downs. But this will operate to 8, RPM on a 4-cylinder engine and it has
a longer spark duration than the other Jacobs ignition coils. So it really works well for a 4
cylinder. But how many of us have engines that rev that high? My preferred Jacobs ignition
coils are the older Ultra Torquer coil with it's longer spark duration and the turns ratio Ultra coil
with it's higher current output. But it's confusing for most people as Jacobs made over 7
different versions of the early cube shaped Ultra Coil and at least 5 versions of the Ultra Torquer
coil. The Jacobs ignition coils are so huge, only because they pot the entire ignition coil in
silicone inside an aluminum case. This give it incredible vibration resistance in excess of 80 Gs
of vibrational force. Jacobs ignition also increase spark current during starting, and reduce the
spark current when the engine is started. They detect accelerating conditions and increase the
spark energy, and then reduce it when the acceleration is over to make the spark plugs last
longer. What does suck is that Jacobs never properly prepared the aluminum cases to help the
adhesion of the finish. So you will often see the blue varnish on a Jacobs ignition computers

and ignition coils flaking off, even on new old stock. Fortunately it's on a cosmetic problem.
Jacobs also had a horrible marketing system which really turned people off to the company. I
don't know which of them are capacitive discharge and which are inductive switchers. I'm not
sure if it has all of the bells and whistles that the newer Jacobs ignitions have. I wouldn't buy
one unless I had a 6V vehicle that I didn't want to convert to 12V. But if it's dirt cheap, buy it and
try it. I had heard that supposedly the Compu Sensor can run on 6 volts, but I'm not positive
about that. The Compu Coil ignition coil is very likely to have an air gapped core. But none of
the traditional round style Jacobs ignition coils perform as well as the Ultra Torquer coil or the
Ultra coil. That's about all that I know about them. Scot seems to know his stuff about ignition. I
have been using the Pertronix 3 ohm coils for quite a while on ACVW engines, from mild to wild,
with from my point of view very good results. Better than the best blue Bosch I could find. They
hold the spark much longer than most normal coils that I have had tested. Am I pushing my
luck, or is it in your opinion a good product? There isn't much useful data listed on the
Pertronix website to tell anything about their ignition coils. Most companies selling ignition
coils do not provide any useful data about their ignition coils. It seems like they all want to keep
you in the dark instead of educating you so you can make an informed decision. You didn't
specify which style ignition coil you were using. Pertronix, makes a 3 ohm coil in the traditional
cylinder shape and also makes a 3 ohm version of their e-core design. The only time that I
would consider using an ignition coil with a built in ballast resistance is if I was using it with
points or a point eliminator ignition module. If you use an ignition coil with a built in ballast
resistance with most external electronic ignitions, you will just reduce your spark current and
voltage and the ignition coil will run hotter. The 3 ohm cylindrical style Pertronix coils have a
turns ratio which is in the range that I like to see. They make them in both the oil filled and
epoxy filled versions. The epoxy filled version will have more vibration resistance. There is no
information to indicate whether or not the ignition coil has an air gapped core. BTW, turns ratio
is specified from the Primary winding to the Secondary winding. You will have less voltage
coming out than you do going in!!!! I refuse to specify it incorrectly anymore. Hope to get some
help in this round. Scott seems to know a lot about Jacobs systems, maybe he knows also
something about the device used in my ?! My issue is that the engine pops everytime I lift the
gas pedal. In order to do the root cause analysis I am questioning what this Jacobs device is
for. The guy I bought the from unfortunately cannot answer my question. Attached a picture of
the device. Tried to contact Jacobs Electronics in Australia, however never received an answer.
Serial number of the device is Would be great if somebody can help me out. You do not have
the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. I'm not sure if it's an inductive
switcher or capacitive discharge type. There may be a switch at the end of the cable to switch
between the conventional ignition and the Jacobs electronic ignition. If that switch is there I
would highly recommend removing it, as it's one more item that can fail and does not add
anything to the performance. Allegedly these older Jacobs ignitions coil operate on 6 Volts but I
cannot confirm this as I have never tried it. There may have been some 6 VDC specific models.
The popping sounds more like a carburetor issue. If you have any holes in your exhaust,
unburned gasses in the muffler could be exploding. This might be partly due to an over-rich
mixture. If the popping is going through the carburetor, it could be a lean mixture or the ignition
timing being way off. If you are using a stock Bosch ignition coil I'd replace it, as it has a built in
ballast resistor that isn't needed and degrades the performance. Also, the stock Bosh ignition
coil will likely fail with a Jacobs ignition. See what I've written regarding Jacobs ignition coils. I
am using a Standard Bosch ignition coil The Jacobs system does have a switch. The complete
system consists of the Bosch ignition coil, Jacobs system and Arlington Ignition system.
Attached some pictures of the setup. Thanks for the hint on the popping. Will check the
carburetor settings and I will also check the exhaust for holes. Regarding the ignition system,
would you recommend to change the coil to one which fits the setup or would you recommend
to get rid of the Jacobs system? I do not need a racing Setup for my , "normal" setup is enough,
so I am thinking of removing the Jacobs system. Thanks again for your help, I appreciate. Kind
regards, Simon. It's not their best coil, but it is a very good coil and by far batter than nearly any
other cylindrical coil, and if you want a stock looking ignition coil, that's the best ignition coil to
use. I see that you have an optical trigger in the distributor. That should make it quite reliable
with no issue with the typical point bounce at high RPM. The stock ignition system is woefully
inadequate and will cause missing under many different engine conditions. It's especially
apparent if the engine becomes flooded and the engine won't start with a stock ignition system.
The Jacobs ignition WILL fire wet fouled spark plugs and will also fire leaner fuel mixtures than
a stock ignition system. You can optimize any ignition system to preform well during one
particular engine condition. However, a Jacobs ignition system will provide more torque than
the stock ignition system at many different throttle positions and engine conditions. So YES,

you do actually need a high energy ignition system. When you have time I would recommend
cutting that switch off of the wiring harness and wiring the ignition system directly. Also, make
sure that you do NOT have a resistor in the rotor, like so many Bosch rotors do. It wastes spark
power and a Jacobs ignition has enough power to burn out the resistor. Believe me, I've done it
when I accidentally installed a resistor rotor by mistake and the rotor burned and disintegrated.
There are some aftermarket non-resistor rotors available. Also, you can grind a groove along
the top of the rotor and run a jumper wire in that groove and solder the wire between the center
rotor contact and the tip of the rotor, to short out the resistor. The Jacobs Energy Pak is a
digitally controlled, capacitive discharge, electronic ignition system for street or race use. It
features a user-definable top end rev limiter. Under conditions of high demand, a full throttle
mode and acceleration mode ramp up spark output. The Energy Pak is fully encapsulated to
resist moisture and vibration and is suitable for high performance and off-highway applications.
An array of optional wiring harnesses specific to particular vehicles can be ordered separately
and utilized for plug-and-play installation. The basic installation kit supplied with the Energy pak
provides a standard connection for most models. Connect the smaller gauge red wire to one
terminal of the supplied terminal block. Wire its corresponding terminal to the ignition switch at
the positive terminal on the switch where the OEM factory ignition coil wire was previously
connected. Connect the green wire to the other terminal of the supplied terminal strip. Wire its
corresponding terminal to the ignition module at the negative terminal where the OEM factory
ignition coil wire previously connected to the module. Connect the smaller gauge black wire to
the negative terminal of a CD compatible ignition coil. Connect the white wire to the positive
terminal of a CD compatible ignition coil. Tape off the ends of the orange and purple wires not
used in basic connection. Connect the brown wire to an optional aftermarket tachometer. If one
is not used, tape off the end of the wire to prevent grounding. Adjust the rev limiter by turning
the rotary switches on the Energy Pak unit base plate to the proper setting using a small
flat-head screwdriver. The rev limiter is shipped in the off position both rotary switches turned
to 0. The left rotary switch closest to the large wire hole represents RPMs. The right switch next
to the smaller wire hole represent RPMS. Set the switch to 7 and the switch to 5 for an example
rev limit of RPM. Cut one or both of the black and white tracer wire loops located on the end
plate of the Energy Pak to configure the rev limiter for use on either four- or six-cylinder
engines. For four-cylinder operation, cut both loops in half. Cut either loop in half for
six-cylinder operation. For eight-cylinder engines, leave both loops intact. Tape off the ends of
any cut tracer wire loops to prevent them from shorting with each other or grounding. Gus
Stephens has written about aviation, automotive and home technology for 15 years. If it flies,
drives or just sits on your desk and blinks, he's probably fixed it. Step 2 Connect the smaller
gauge red wire to one terminal of the supplied terminal block. Step 3 Connect the green wire to
the other terminal of the supplied terminal strip. Step 4 Connect the smaller gauge black wire to
the negative terminal of a CD compatible ignition coil. Step 5 Connect the white wire to the
positive terminal of a CD compatible ignition coil. Step 6 Tape off the ends of the orange and
purple wires not used in basic connection. Step 1 Adjust the rev limiter by turning the rotary
switches on the Energy Pak unit base plate to the proper setting using a small flat-head
screwdriver. Step 2 Cut one or both of the black and white tracer wire loops located on the end
plate of the Energy Pak to configure the rev limiter for use on either four- or six-cylinder
engines. Do not use with a stock OEM ignition coil. Jacobs offers these coils as a separate kit or
they may be purchased from other aftermarket sources. High Performance Ignition Packs.
Australian Retail Prices. Back to Products Page. Jacobs' computer controlled
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ignitions modify spark output in response to changing environment and running conditions. US
Patent 3,, By tailoring spark voltage, duration and phase angle for each cylinder on every power
stroke, all Jacobs Electronics' computer-controlled ignition systems are guaranteed to improve
performance, gas mileage, engine life and lengthen intervals between tune-ups. Produces the
absolute maximum in power, low and high end torque, mileage and engine life. The Pro Street
Energy Pak uses variable spark technology to provide the correct amount of spark for all engine
conditions including accelerating, decelerating, cruising and idling. RPM to 8, Use for street and
race applications whenever maximum performance and MPG is needed. RPM to 7, Particularly
suitable for utility and 4WD, large or heavy vehicles and any applications where economy is a
concern. In response to demand for performance products just for imports, Jacobs Electronics
has developed the i. Exclusive features are: "start retard".

